Google Calendar error (6) 0
Posted by Flamefire - 2014/03/11 07:26
_____________________________________

I'm getting very frequent errors with my google calendar.
Error message is: "Unable to upload the event: Server returned result: (6) 0 Unable to resolve the host. "
Network connection is ok (obviously)
BTW: The events it tries to upload are in the past.
============================================================================

Re: Google Calendar error (6) 0
Posted by Rainy - 2014/03/13 12:44
_____________________________________

Do you get the error always with Google Calendar or just sometimes? The error suggests that Rainlendar is not able to
connect to the network at all so getting it only occasionally is a bit strange. Usually the problem with this kind of error is
that a firewall or antivirus has blocked Rainlendar from accessing the net.
============================================================================

Re: Google Calendar error (6) 0
Posted by Flamefire - 2014/03/13 13:21
_____________________________________

The error occurred only the last 2 days and only with google calendar (FB was working fine without errors)
The error message was only about 1 or 2 events that actually were in the past (so older ones)
Today I do not get the error but an event I created yesterday was deleted. (Created locally in this google calendar)
This is a bit bad as I'd expect that it would at least sync the event once it is connected again and keep it in its local copy.
============================================================================

Re:Google Calendar error (6) 0
Posted by Marlowe - 2014/05/10 02:18
_____________________________________

Few days ago, i get the same error: it's a google calendar problem.
Check the calendar name: same as e-mail adress? Rename it, use a "normal" name (e.g. your last name only) without
spaces or any special characters, this solved the problem for me.
============================================================================
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